It is shown that the representation transformations of multiquark wave functions between dierent coupling schemes are just the Racah coecients of the permutation group. The transformation coecients between the avor-spin (FS) and the color-spin (CS) schemes are obtained. As an example, the expansion of the physical bases in terms of symmetry bases in the CS scheme are given for the interesting cases Y I J = 201; 210; 000.
I. Introduction
To understand baryon-baryon interactions, and in turn to search for dibaryon candidates from the fundamental strong interaction theory QCD, is still a challenge to contemporary physics. Due to the complexity of connement, one relies mainly on QCD inspired models. The central problem in the computations is the many-bodymatrix element calculation. If one wants to do systematic studies, a powerful method is indispensable.
In the calculation of baryon-baryon interactions and dibaryon masses, of the bases that can beused to span the model Hilbert space 1;2 , two are of particular interest. The rst is the so-called physical basis, the other, the symmetry basis.
The physical basis is nothing more than the quark cluster model basis, which is constructed directly from two single baryons: (1) where = (Y I J ), represents all the other quantum numbers and A is the pairwise quark antisymmetrization operator. The physical basis has the advantage that it has denite dibaryon content in the asymptotic region, but it has the disadvantage that it is not convenient for the calculation of matrix elements. In order to take advantage of the fractional parentage expansion technique, which has been widely used in atomic and nuclear physics, one has to use the symmetry basis.
The symmetry basis is the group chain classication basis:
where K represents other quantum numbers and the group chain we use is
The symmetry basis has its own disadvantage: Most of the quantum numbers in Eq.(3) are just mathematical labels with no physical meaning. Thus they do not describe either conserved quantum numbers, nor denite dibaryon content in the asymptotic region.
To take both the advantages of these two bases, one must rst express the physical basis in terms of symmetry basis, then calculate the many-bodymatrix element using the symmetry basis, and nally transform the results back to the physical basis. Hence, the transformation between the physical and symmetry bases is needed. Since the two bases both are complete in the truncated model Hilbert space, they are related by a unitary transformation. The needed transformation coecients in the u, d and s 3-avor world have been tabulated for the avor-spin (FS) scheme 1;3 specied by Eq.(3). In dierent applications, the coupling orders are also dierent. In the FS scheme, the coupling order is as follows:
].
In the most popular color-spin (CS) scheme, the coupling order is:
Each of these schemes has its advantages. For example, in the CS scheme, the expectation values of the color magnetic operator X i<j i j i j can beeasily calculated. In the FS scheme useful results already exist.
To understand the relation between results obtained in dierent coupling schemes and make our Tables 
II. Rep transformation coecients and Racah coecients of S(n)
It is well known that the irreducible basis (IRB) of SU(mn) SU(m) SU(n) can beconstructed from the IRBs of SU(m) and SU(n) by using the (4), we can write down multiquark wave functions (for 6-quark color singlets) in the dierent schemes. The steps to achieve this are: 1. FS scheme: The multiquark wave functions in dierent schemes are related by a unitary transformation, so we have
where i; j represent intermediate quantum numbers 0 ; 0 0 ; ; . Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) 6 . Because of the phase choices available for the SU(n) CG coecients, one has to choose a systematic and phase consistent method to calculate the Racah coecients, especially for physical applications.
We use the genealogical method to calculate the Racah coecients of S(n) (n 6) based on the existing phase consistent isoscalar factors (ISF) of S(n) S(n 1) (n 6). We start from the trivial S(2) Racah coecients, by using the 
III.Results
We h a v e carried out the calculation of the Racah coecients of S(n) for n 6, based on this genealogical method. The Racah coecients of S(6) needed in the transformation between the FS scheme and the CS scheme are given in Table  1 . The rep transformation coecients between the FS and CS schemes in the u, d, and s 3-avor world are obtained with the aid of parts of the table of phase factors given by Chen et al 5 , which are shown in Table 2 . We reproduce Tables VII and VIII Here, we want to emphasize that the importance of phase consistency. Our result for (Y I J )=(201) is dierent from that of Table IX of Stancu. This is due to a phase inconsistency in the calculation of Stancu, as we n o w show. In expressing the physical bases in terms of symmetry bases in the CS scheme through the expression of physical bases in the FS scheme and the transformation between the FS scheme and CS scheme, we need two successive transformations. In either step, the absolute phase choice of each basis can bechosen arbitrarily, but one has to use the same phase for each of the intermediate FS coupling symmetry bases to calculate the rep transformation coecients in either step.
Since we can reproduce Tables VII and VIII , and so the entry in the last column of the rst row in the Table IX of Stancu should be zero. Similar arguments can be applied to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns of the 2nd row in the same Table; all these entries should bezero.
In conclusion, we emphasize again that one must be extremely careful in quoting results from dierent papers because of the lack of unied phase conventions. 
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